Internal Circular

JADAVPUR UNIVERSITY

REC/N/321 / 2011
Dt. 08/11/2011

NOTICE

The University is going to recruit thirteen Research Fellows in various Science & Engineering subjects under DST-GOI funded PURSE programme. A walk-in interview will be held in the respective office of the Head of the Departments/Director of Schools for Geology [JRF-2], Instrumentation Science [JRF-1], Architecture [JRF-2], Civil Engg. [SRF/JRF-1], E.T.C.E. [SRF -1], Construction Engg. [SRF/JRF -1], Mechanical Engg. [SRF/JRF -1], Mathematics [JRF-3] and School of Bio-Sc. & Engineering [SRF/JRF -1] for all on 22nd November 2011 from 12.00 hours onwards. The basic emoluments will be as follows for: a) JRF with either PG in basic sciences and NET qualification or graduate degree in Professional courses and GATE or equivalent qualification Rs.16,000/-, b) JRF with PG in basic sciences and NET qualification for Lecturership Rs.12,000/- c) SRF with PG in Professional courses and GATE or equivalent qualification Rs.18,000/-. Other benefits will be as per DST norms.

Age for both the posts: 28 years (relaxable upto 5 years in case of SC/ST/OBC/Women & Physically Handicapped candidates) Tenure shall be initially upto 30/09/2012, may be extended further by DST. For details of qualification, specialization and other requirements may please contact Central Projects Section or refer the university website: www.jadavpur.edu.

Interested candidates may appear in person directly in the interview, with filled-in application on prescribed form (Price Rs.50/-) to be obtained from the Information Section of this University. Original as well as attested copies of Certificates, Mark Sheets and Testimonials are to be produced at the time of interview. No TA/DA is admissible.

REGISTRAR

To
All HODs (Sc. & Engg.) Departments
Coordinator / Jr. Coordinator
Director of Schools
Registrar/Finance Officer/ Vice Chancellor